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e.g., enhancers and promoters. Instead, they often exhibit unusual
species-specific tandem repeat sequence structures. However, careful
examinations of these repeat sequences have identified small core
sequences that are conserved between different species, which appear
to be DNA-binding sites for several transcription factors. One wellknown case is the binding sites for CTCF (CCCTC-binding factor)
that are located in the ICR of H19/Igf2, and the other is the binding
sites for YY1 (Yin-Yang 1) located in the ICRs of Peg3, Nespas, Tsix
and Xist.4-7 CTCF binding sites are also shown to be located within
the following imprinted genes, Kcnq1, Gtl2 and Rasgrf1.8-10 Several
functional studies demonstrated that these binding sites are very
crucial for maintaining the DNA methylation status of the associated ICRs. Either complete removal or point mutations of CTCF
binding sites resulted in hypermethylation on the maternal allele
of H19-ICR, suggesting a protector role of CTCF against DNA
methylation.11-14 On the other hand, recent studies that reduce the
cellular levels of YY1 have hinted a similar role for YY1 in the Peg3,
Nespas and Xist domains. siRNA knockdown-based reduction of
YY1 levels caused target-specific changes in the methylation levels
of these ICRs. In the cell line-based experiments,15 YY1 knockdown
caused hypomethylation, suggesting YY1 role in maintaining somatic
maternal allele DNA methylation. In contrast, in vivo YY1 knockdown caused both hyper and hypomethylation, suggesting that YY1
may be involved in both protecting and maintaining the somatic
DNA methylation status of Peg3-ICR.16 Besides the observed role
in DNA methylation, both CTCF and YY1 are also involved in the
transcriptional control of the associated imprinted domains. For
the H19/Igf2 domain, CTCF acts as an enhancer-blocking insulator coordinating the reciprocal, allele-specific expression of H19
and Igf2. CTCF is also involved in the initiation of H19 promoter
transcription14 and chromosome loop formation for the H19/Igf2
domain.17 For the YY1-associated imprinted domains, YY1 appears
to be either an orientation-dependent activator or repressor for the
transcription of neighboring genes. In sum, the results described
above clearly indicate that the DNA-binding sites for both YY1 and
CTCF are the most functionally significant cis-elements relevant to
the predicted roles of the ICRs.
The DNA-binding sites for YY1 and CTCF located within
the ICRs of Peg3 and H19 show very unusual features that have
never been described in other normal genes (Fig. 1). Within a 3 kb
genomic interval of Peg3’s 1st intron, 6 to 14 YY1 binding sites are
found in each species of mammals. Half of these DNA binding sites
are perfectly matched with the consensus sequence of YY1 binding
motifs, while the remaining half shows one or two base differences
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Known imprinting control regions (ICRs) contain unusual
tandem arrays of DNA-binding sites for transcription factors,
including YY1 for the Peg3, Gnas and Xist/Tsix domains and CTCF
for the H19/Igf2 domain. These multiple DNA-binding sites are
known to be the only functionally shared and evolutionarily selected
feature among these ICRs. However, it is not well understood why
the imprinting control regions tend to maintain a high density of
a particular transcription factor-binding site. We hypothesize that
the multiplicity associated with the YY1 and CTCF binding sites
may be designed for attracting and maintaining the relatively high
levels of YY1 and CTCF proteins or for covering the relatively large
genomic sizes of the associated ICRs. This idea remains to be tested
in the near future, but it is one of the most likely explanations for
all those unusual features that are associated with the functionally
critical regions (ICRs) of genomic imprinting.
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In mammals, a small subset of autosomal genes are not functionally equal between two parental alleles due to genomic imprinting,
by which one allele is epigenetically repressed based on its parental
origin. Imprinted genes tend to be clustered in specific regions of
chromosomes, and the imprinting of a group of genes located in
a given chromosomal domain is usually regulated through small
genomic regions, termed imprinting control regions (ICRs). Known
ICRs are usually CpG islands that are located close to the promoters
of imprinted genes. The CpG sites within these ICRs are differentially methylated between two alleles, and this allele-specific DNA
methylation of the ICRs is inherited as a gametic signal from the
previous generation’s germ cells. Mouse mutagenesis and human
patients’ studies have indicated that the ICRs play critical roles in
(1) establishing and maintaining allele-specific DNA methylation
status and (2) transcriptional control of neighbor genes.1-3
According to the information derived from the genomic sequences
of several mammals, the sequence features associated with the ICRs
appear to be very enigmatic. They do not show high levels of
sequence conservation between different species, which is a hallmark
of all the known regions involved in transcriptional regulation,
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Figure 1. Multiple DNA-binding sites for YY1 (A) and CTCF (B) found in the
ICRs of Peg3 and H19, respectively. Multiple DNA-binding sites for YY1 and
CTCF are indicated by yellow circles. The positions and spacing of the DNAbinding sites for YY1 and CTCF are not conserved between different mammals. In contrast, the orientations of individual binding sites are all identical
and also conserved between different species. Sequence alignments of the
DNA-binding sites and surrounding regions are shown in the bottom.
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from the consensus. The surrounding regions of each YY1 binding
site maintain high levels of sequence similarity within species, but
not between different species. This suggests that the YY1 binding
sites have been duplicated independently in each lineage of mammals
as part of tandem repeats. Consequently, the spacing and positions
of YY1 binding sites are not conserved between different species.
Interestingly, however, the orientations of the YY1 binding sites are
all identical, and also conserved between different mammals. Very
similar patterns are also observed in the CTCF binding sites located
within the H19-ICR (Fig. 1B). Within a 2 to 5 kb genomic interval,
4 to 10 CTCF binding sites are found in each species of mammals
and the relative positions and spacing of individual CTCF binding
sites are not conserved. However, the orientations of the CTCF
binding sites are all identical and also conserved between different
mammals.
The actual sequences of the DNA-binding motifs for YY1 and
CTCF are also very unusual (Fig. 1). They appear to have maintained
very high levels of sequence homogeneity during evolution. This is
very unusual given the fact that most DNA-binding transcription
factors can bind to a set of different sequences, which are usually
represented by a consensus sequence with variable bases in allowable
positions. In fact, the consensus motif for YY1 is represented by a
9 bp-long sequence (CGCCATnTT; n means any bases at that position), while the shorter core motif (GCCAT) is absolutely required
for the binding to YY1 protein. Nonetheless, all of the YY1 motifs
found in the Peg3-ICR are one type (GGCGCCATCTT) without
any base variations, and are even slightly longer than the known
consensus motif of YY1. According to our unpublished data, this
longer motif is indeed a previously unrecognized motif of YY1, but
one that displays much higher levels of DNA-binding affinity to
the YY1 protein than the shorter consensus motif. A similar situation is also observed in the CTCF binding sites of the H19-ICR
(Fig. 1B). Although CTCF is known to bind to a set of very loose
and degenerate sequences,18,19 the CTCF binding sites found within
the H19-ICR show high levels of sequence homogeneity between
individual binding sites and also between different species. It is
unknown whether the observed sequence homogeneity also results in
higher levels of binding affinity to the CTCF sites in the H19-ICR.
Overall, the DNA-binding sites of both YY1 and CTCF found in
the ICRs exhibit the same very unusual features: high densities of
multiple binding sites with an identical orientation.
Both YY1 and CTCF proteins are evolutionarily well conserved:
the homologues of both proteins are found in organisms ranging
from flying insects to mammals.20-23 Both proteins are known
to play critical roles for the various aspects of transcription and
epigenetic modification. YY1 is known to control about 10% of
mammalian genes, and is also shown to interact with many key
proteins involved in transcriptional control. Notably, YY1 is a
protein targeting the Polycomb complex, a repression machinery
for flying insets and vertebrates. Consistently, YY1 binding sites
are frequently found in many heterochromatic regions of genomes,
including pericentromeric repeats, L1, IAP, ERV and even one family
of SINEs (Alu in human). Similarly, CTCF is also involved in the
various aspects of transcription and chromatin formation. CTCF was
initially identified as a repressor protein binding to the promoters of
cMyc and lysozyme, and later as an activator for other genes. More
importantly, as described earlier, CTCF has been recognized as the
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first insulator protein identified from vertebrates. Recent studies
further highlighted that this protein may be a global organizer for
the chromatin structure of mammalian genomes.24 Also, CTCF is
involved in asynchronous replication,25 inter-chromosomal interactions,26 and organizing sister chromatids as a component for the
mammalian cohesin complex.27,28 Consistent with the diverse roles
played by YY1 and CTCF, the expression patterns and levels of these
two proteins are ubiquitous and abundant in vertebrates. Genetic
studies with mutant mice further indicated that the dosage of these
proteins are very critical for the survival of animals,16,29,30 suggesting
that the cellular levels of these two proteins may be tightly controlled
for their appropriate distribution to various cellular functions.
Both YY1 and CTCF proteins are regarded as general transcription factors based on their various and diverse roles, but not as
special proteins designed for genomic imprinting, a mammal-specific
mechanism controlling the dosage of less than 200 genes. Then,
how could these general transcription factors become key proteins
for this lineage-specific mechanism? This may be facilitated by the
unusual multiple transcription factor-binding sites located within
imprinting control regions (ICRs). Since tandem arrays of transcription factor-binding sites are mainly found within the ICRs, these may
be required for the functions of the ICRs. The following are potential
scenarios how these multiple DNA-binding sites are involved in
the ICR functions. First, multiple binding sites for YY1 and CTCF
may be required simply to cover the relatively large genomic sizes
of the ICRs, 1 to 4 kb in length, which are considered to be too
large to be regulatory regions given the much smaller sizes of other
regulatory regions, such as promoters and enhancers that are 100 to
500 bp in length. In particular, one or two binding sites may not be
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sufficient to establish and maintain DNA methylation on these ICRs.
This may be one reason why multiple binding sites for YY1 and
CTCF have been selected within the ICRs, simply to cover large
genomic distances. Second, the special functions of ICRs may require
much higher levels of the YY1 and CTCF proteins than other genes
that are controlled by these two proteins. The clustered binding sites
may function as ‘genomic trappers’ that recruit and secure a sufficient
amount of the YY1 and CTCF proteins around the ICRs. ICRs
with multiple high-affinity binding sites for YY1 and CTCF should
out compete to attract greater amounts of proteins and to confine
them around their genomic regions for a longer time than any other
regions. Consequently, the ICRs with multiple binding sites of YY1
or CTCF would be able to maintain relatively high concentrations of
these proteins around their genomic regions. These high levels of the
YY1 or CTCF protein may be critical for the functions of the ICRs.
If this prediction is true, the functions of the ICRs should be very
susceptible to changes in the levels of these proteins. This has been
somewhat confirmed through knockdown experiments targeting YY1
and CTCF.13,16 In short, the reduced levels of either YY1 or CTCF
protein have a significant impact on the DNA methylation levels of
the associated ICRs. These knockdown effects are also shown to be
target-specific and do not affect other imprinted domains. The two
possibilities described above are not mutually exclusive, and thus these
possibilities might be two separate functional constraints that have
formed the multiple binding sites of YY1 and CTCF in the ICRs.
There are a number of intriguing features that require further
attention besides the multiplicity associated with the DNA-binding
sites of YY1 and CTCF. For example, all those binding sites of YY1
and CTCF are in a same direction and also maintain unusually high
levels of sequence homogeneity. The orientation of DNA-binding
sites may be related to the transcriptional direction of nearby genes,
such as Peg3 and H19. There might be some extra constraints for
these binding sites to maintain a particular direction relative to the
transcriptional direction of either Peg3 or H19. Another puzzle is the
evolutionary selection of one particular type of DNA-binding motif
for either YY1 or CTCF within the ICRs. This may not be simply
designed to increase their binding strength since other motifs can have
similar strength as those shown in the ICRs. Besides YY1 and CTCF,
more transcription factors are predicted to be involved in genomic
imprinting based on the fact that the ICRs of other imprinted
domains also show similar tandem repeat sequence structures with
evolutionary conservation.31,32 We need to first test if some of
these repeats also contain DNA-binding sites for other transcription
factors, but, if that is the case, it will be very interesting to characterize
what functional constraints have maintained multiple DNA-binding
sites for these imprinted domains. Based on many similarities shared
between different ICRs, it is most likely that the multiplicity associated with these unknown transcription factors along with YY1 and
CTCF may have similar functional roles for genomic imprinting.
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